Lift Tables

Australia’s best and most trusted

Lift Table range by Safetech

Safety and Productivity by Design

Features
An AS1418 compliant Lift Table
for every application
Safetech have over 5000 Lift Tables working hard across
Australia on all types of work-sites.
We design, specify and build each table to the highest
quality and to suit each application.

Oversized, Low
Pressure Hydraulic
Cylinders
Low operating pressure extends
the life of the cylinder and other
components. The cylinder rods are
hard chromed to reduce wear and
corrosion.

Onboard Or External
Power Units
Motor, pump and oil can be either
contained within the lift table.
Or Sit externally connected by a
hydraulic hose.

Lift Table Controls
A choice of foot-switch, hand
held pendant, surface or pedestal
mounted pushbutton control.

Flow Control Valve
Provides incremental control
of descent speed. Eliminates
the possibility of the platform
plummeting in the unlikely event
of a hose failure.
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Maintenance Chocks
Locks the lift table in fully raised
position for safe access to the
underside of the table.

Safety Bar
This highly effective safety device
halts the downward motion if an
obstruction is detected during
descent.

Options

Customise your lift to work specifically for you.
With a massive range of options, it can be daunting figuring out the best product for you. See below for our most common
add-ons. But ask our sales team about other configurations. Like our tandem scissors for long loads, our double scissors for
higher travel distances, or heavy duty scissors for higher capacities.

Skirt

Hinged Flaps

Concertina skirt made
from reinforced vinyl with
stiffening rods to prevent
ingress into mechanism.

Hinged flaps can be fixed to
the platform to span the gap
between the platform and
ground level.

Special Paint
2pack epoxy, enamel
and powder coat options
available as well as
integrated non-slip grit.

Cheqeurplate
platform

Personnel Lifting

Cheqeurplate platform for
pedestrian non-skid surface.

Includes handrails, gates,
safety interlocking and
on-board controls.

Turntable Top

SmartLift

Custom Finishes

Primarily used to rotate and
elevate Palettes

Diagnostics, Indexing
Obstruction Recoil, Cycle
Counter, Safety Bar Alarm

From the pictured Stainless
Steel and Galvanised Top with
IP rated electricals to tolerate
specific environments
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